## Agenda Items

### Discussion

#### I. Call to Order & Introductions

Chancellor Bruce Baron called the meeting to order at 1:01 p.m.

#### II. Approval of Minutes

Approval of minutes from April 8, 2019

**Action Item** – Minutes Approval – unanimous approval

#### III. Current Topics

**SBVC and CHC Updated.** Very brief update as this is a former agenda item.

**Update of Educational Opportunities Help Desk at the Mexican Consulate Presentation – M. Lopez**

M. Lopez presented the update at the Mexican Consulate. She has presented and aided at several conferences high school students. Give presentation to community conferences, give guidance to students and give presentation to community members.

Average presenting to 400 people per month and 40-50 people are getting individual support.

August 2018 – Present

- 408 support
- 29 students enrolled at SBVC
- 6 students enrolled at CHC
- 19 students enrolled in other colleges
- 5 community functions/ month
- 11 community partners

Trustee Reyes commented that HACU can be of assistance to Mariana Lopez’s work.

Trustee Reyes and Chancellor Baron gave positive feedback of M. Lopez’s work and service to the community.
District wide equity strategic planning – Chancellor Baron – going to the Board of Trustees for approval on Thursday, May 16, 2019. Trustee Reyes announce R. Warren-Marlett is retiring.

Sensitivity & Cultural Competence Training and Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion Retreat/meeting – K. Hannon

K. Hannon reported of a centralized place to cover diversity, hiring, equity, etc. for our students and collaborate together to eliminate the gap to our students and employees as far as providing equity. K. Hannon has been working with the professional development coordinators at both campuses and having targeted trainings at the campuses and district office. The EEO committee has come up with several ideas which is duplicated other committee conversations. K. Hannon reported SBCCD is ready to take action. The goal is to make sure we are doing what we are saying we are going to do. Fall 2019 is planned to be the target to really start this process.

Fall Chicago Conference HACU and Recommended Students – Chancellor Baron

President Rodriguez is having conversations regarding full ride opportunities at both campuses. She also attended a workshop to aid in grant writing for a specific grant type. Trustee Reyes reported on HACU Puerto Rico that he attended. NSF was present at HACU and want to present. SBVC and CHC can receive a tour of NSF in Washington, D.C. and provide SBCCD a full day on how to obtain NSF grants. President Rodriguez reported we can have multiple NSF grants.

Trustee Reyes would like to get more involved and put positive political pressure on legislature.

Chancellor reported Chancellor’s Cabinet will meet and discuss sending students to HACU.

Dreamers Project Regional Report Back Meetings – S. Juarez

S. Juarez reported on the Regional meetings. The Dreamers project has administrator “cheat sheets”. The goal is to support the administrators who work directly with the undocumented students.
A community college district may admit and shall charge a tuition fee to nonresident students. The district may exempt from all or parts of the fee any person described below:

All nonresidents who enroll for six or fewer units.

S. Juarez is asking for this to be brought back to the table of the HSI Advisory Committee.

*Update SBCCD's “Dreamers” conference in October – R. Warren-Marlatt*

| VI. Next Meeting | Next Meeting:  
September 2019, 1:00 p.m. SBCCD Boardroom  
Planning during the summer 2019 to continue the planning of the SBCCD’s Dreamers Conference in October (Carmen, Joe, Angel, Sylvia). Chancellor Baron to include it on Chancellor’s Cabinet agenda. |

| VI. Adjournment | Meeting adjourned 2:18 p.m. |

Respectfully submitted,

Heather Ford  
Executive Administrative Assistant  
Office of the Chancellor  
San Bernardino Community College District